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Provenance description and access
In recent years provenance information has been recognised as an essential part of the history of the book
and an important source of documentation for scholars and researchers in the Humanities. Rare book
libraries traditionally recorded the provenance of their collections, but mostly only major donors, bequests
and famous autographs were documented.
In the last decades, a strong awareness has emerged about the importance of the book as a physical object
bearing marks of its history and of its itineraries, both geographical and intellectual. This approach
acknowledges the importance of the history of each copy for the history of the book at large.
As well as, copy-specific information such as the description of binding and paper, a record of marks of
provenance encountered in rare books, giving whenever feasible the identification of the former owner
and the transcription of the marks of ownership, represents a real enhancement of the bibliographical
description. It also helps libraries draw a more precise picture of the history of their rare book collections
and remove the traditional bibliographical divide between manuscripts and printed books, which will be
reassembled through the prism of their collector's passion or interest.
Beyond the marks of ownership themselves, rare book cataloguing nowadays takes increasingly into
consideration marks of all sorts which also document provenance, such as marks of censorship, notes of
the date and circumstances of the purchase of the book and the price paid for it, manuscript marginal
annotations, corrections of errors in the printed text, etc. The desire of appropriation so often expressed
in ownership inscriptions or the defacing of books, are elements that reflect the point of view of the enduser. They contribute greatly to our understanding of how the printing, selling, and use of books took
place and provide evidence for the history of reading.
It is an immense and challenging task to document the European printed heritage and the travels of the
book. CERL has brought together several European libraries interested in exchanging information, and
working on common descriptions of marks of ownership. Projects of normalisation of description and
access to provenance information are now in progress through networks, bibliographical and digital
databases. The creation of a multilingual thesaurus could be another major step in developing access to
provenance in the coming years. Increasing international collaboration between libraries to record and
communicate provenance information should represent a major evolution in the field of the history of the
book.
M. Hulvey, BM Lyon

An Example of the treatment of provenance data in the Bibliothèque Municpale, Lyon
BM Lyon 100851
Several works of the reformer Johannes Brenz were pur
the Convent of the Carmelites in Lyon to be reviewed by
Maistret (1534-1616), a Carmelite particularly acti
Counter-Reformation, who condemns them to be
heretical "Libri omnes in hoc volumine contenti sunt
flammis adiudicati per Fratrem Iacobum Maistret ..."

Brenz, Johannes. In Exodum Mosi Com
Francoforti : ex officina Petri Brubachij, 1550.

Lyon - Provenance des livres anciens

http://sgedh.si.bm-lyon.fr/dipweb2/apos/possesseurs.htm
The records are in French but the marks of ownership can also be searched by their English equivalent.
For the list of terms in English, see the English version of the "Presentation" in the menu of the search
screen. All fields except the reference fields can be searched by keyword and by alphabetical list. To see
the list of available terms, click on the heading of the field in the left part of the search screen.
BM Lyon 100851

There are two links at the beginning of the former owner record. One (Description complète de l'ouvrage)
opens the bibliographic record of the book in the Online Catalogue. The other one opens the list in the
Online Catalogue of the books owned by the Grands Carmes de Lyon (those indexed so far). The first
time you click on one of these links, you might have to click twice (the first one opens the Online
Catalogue screen only).
Consortium of European Research Libraries, Excerpt from Newsletter 7 (July 2003)

